DIY Video – Final Exam – Requirements In Order

_____ Introduction
   • Written (5 pts) Video (5 pts)
     • Topic
     • Name

_____ Transition (5 pts)

_____ Supplies (Shown in Video) (10 pts)

_____ Transition (5 pts)

_____ Body of Video (How To Steps) (30 pts)
   • Steps are Complete

_____ Transition (5 pts)

_____ Conclusion (Video) (10 pts)
   • Finished product is shown in video

_____ Transition (5 pts)

_____ Credits (Written) (5 pts)
   • Who helped?

_____ Background Music (5 pts)

_____ Subtitles (10 pts...5 each)
   • Minimum of 2
   • Not including the title/credits

Grade ____________

Additional Features Added
(+2 per feature up to 10 points)

Bloopers: Slow Motion:

Transitions: Time Lapse: Other:

DIY Video – Final Exam - Quality

_____ Timeline of events (10 pts)
   • Order makes sense

_____ Video Trimmed (30 pts)
   • No excessive wait times
   • No cut off wording or important movements

_____ Introduction (10 pts)
   • Spell, Grammar, Punctuation, Capitalization
   • Text Placement

_____ Credits (10 pts)
   • Spell, Grammar, Punctuation, Capitalization
   • Text Placement

_____ Subtitles (10 pts)
   • Spell, Grammar, Punctuation, Capitalization
   • Text Placement

_____ Sound Quality (10 pts)
   • Balance between background music and voice

_____ Video Filming (10 pts)
   • Steady
   • Not cut off at top or bottom

_____ Overall Quality (10 pts)

Grade ____________

Overall Comments